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Once a century, it seems, Mexico stumbles into dramatic encounters with collective violence. The war of independence between 1810 and 1821 left around 200,000 dead, and the Mexican Revolution from 1910 to 1917 no fewer than a million. Today, after decades of relative authoritarian peace and only two democratic presidencies, the country finds itself immersed in yet another epidemic of violence. In the 2000 presidential balloting, the victory of opposition candidate Vicente Fox of the conservative National Action Party (PAN) capped a long process of democratization by elections and ended seven straight decades of hegemonic rule by the Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI). Yet even as Mexico’s fledgling democracy has been struggling to find its way, the country has slid—at first imperceptibly, then dramatically—into civil strife. It has suffered a pandemic escalation of violence related to organized crime.

In 2006, after a close and contentious election, PAN’s Felipe Calderón assumed the presidency amid a lingering security crisis. During Fox’s term in office, violent competition among drug-trafficking organizations (so-called cartels) had been provoking more than a thousand homicides per year, and the number was rising. Although it had not been an issue during the election campaign, President Calderón decided to make the fight against drug cartels the defining policy of his presidency, only to see that fight turn into his term’s defining failure. Relying heavily on the use of military force, Calderón intensified the unbalanced strategies that his predecessors had already tried. These approaches included bolstering the security apparatus without strengthening the justice system; drawing the military into police work without subjecting it to oversight; chasing
down cartel leaders without dismantling cartel networks; pursuing drug trafficking while giving traffickers a license to kill one another; arresting numerous suspects without being able to try them fairly and effectively; and seeking mass confiscations of drug money and arms while lacking serious strategies to stop money laundering and arms imports.

Policy incoherence permitted the lingering violence to become worse, both qualitatively and quantitatively. In qualitative terms, modes of assassination moved toward demonstrative cruelty, routinized and ritualized. In certain parts of the country, the public display of tortured, dismembered, and decapitated bodies became a regular feature of daily life. In quantitative terms, the number of annual homicides attributed to criminal organizations shot up from around 2,200 in 2006 to more than 16,600 in 2011. In 2012, drug-related homicides declined for the first time since 2001, albeit remaining at a level (nearly 14,000) many times higher than in the early 2000s. We do not yet know, of course, whether the 2012 dip constitutes the beginning of a trend. Moreover, the problems that cluster around the task of compiling accurate data on the violence are massive. Thousands of people have “disappeared” after being abducted. According to official figures, more than 26,000 individuals were reported “missing” during the Calderón years.2

When confrontations between armed groups within a state cause more than a thousand “battle-related deaths” per year, academics speak of “civil war.” At least since 2001, democratic Mexico has experienced levels of “internal war” that surpass this conventional threshold. Yet the war is not one but many. Its major lines of conflict run between criminal enterprises. Many, perhaps most, acts of private coercion are hostile acts within a multilateral war among competing cartels. The Calderón administration routinely attributed 90 percent of drug-related assassinations to “score-settling” among criminal organizations. This figure was merely impressionistic, not to say propagandistic. Only 10 percent of victims are innocent, it said; the rest are guilty. As a rule, their cases have not led to prosecutions.

While the so-called drug war entails various interacting “nonstate” conflicts, it also contains elements of “one-sided” violence that criminals unleash against civilians. Profit-oriented participation in illicit markets forms only a portion of organized crime’s activity. The drug cartels are also massively engaged in predatory crimes involving unilateral violence against civilians. Organized homicides have only been the tip of the violent iceberg. As criminal organizations have diversified their activities, the country has seen the dramatic expansion of kidnapping, human trafficking, and extortion (mafia-like protection rackets). In addition, insofar as the cartels wage a guerrilla war against state agents, they participate in a kind of criminal insurgency. In recent years, we have seen a constant stream of attacks against the state, such as the kidnapping, torture, and murder of security officials and assaults on police stations using hand grenades and heavy weapons.

Thus the Mexican state is a warring party, too. In theory, it has a monopoly on the wielding of legitimate violence. In practice, it commits criminal violence on a large scale. International human-rights groups agree that security agents have perpetrated “widespread” human-rights violations. In part, these violations are expressions of state abuse. They are the unintended but inevitable consequence of acting with brute force, little actionable intelligence, and no oversight in an “irregular war” characterized by endemic problems of information. In part, illegal state violence is a symptom of partial state collusion. Between January 2008 and November 2012, more than 2,500 police officers and more than 200 military personnel were murdered by criminal organizations. Yet in numerous instances, public officials have collaborated with criminal organizations.

Sources of Violence

How has Mexico turned into a “violent democracy” within just a few short years? Some might say that there is no puzzle here, for Mexico’s plunge into societal violence has been a process of Latin American
“normalization.” Today, the country’s annual homicide rate of 18.6 per 100,000 inhabitants is fairly close to the regional average of 15.6.4 Besides, violence is not generalized, but territorially concentrated at entry and exit points and along the transport routes by which drugs move transnationally. The states along the U.S. border (Baja California, Sonora, Chihuahua, Coahuila, Nuevo León, and Tamaulipas) as well as some states along the Pacific coast (Sinaloa, Jalisco, Michoacán, and Guerrero) have been the main theaters of the drug war.

In recent years, however, organized violence has been spreading to more states and municipalities. Still, between 2009 and 2011, less than 5 percent of Mexico’s municipalities experienced extreme levels of deadly violence (defined as an average annual homicide level of 100 or more per 100,000 inhabitants).5 Many conclude, therefore, that the current security crisis is bad, but not that bad. In comparative perspective, it looks like a medium-sized problem, not a big one, and large parts of the national territory remain completely calm. Accordingly, Mexican officials as well as citizens often complain that the crisis draws excessive attention from the international community.

This tranquilizing reading depends, however, on what we are prepared to accept as “normal.” To begin with, there is the reality that less than a decade ago Mexico’s homicide rate was only about half its current “normal for the region” rate. And then there is the exceptional level of violence in the region as a whole. According to Moisés Naím’s estimate, Latin America has just 8 percent of the world’s population but 42 percent of all its homicides.6 By widening the comparative frame from region to globe we can better appreciate the extraordinary level of societal violence in Mexico as well as in other Latin American countries such as Brazil, Colombia, Honduras, and Venezuela. And even if we were prepared to habituate ourselves to a new level of “structural” violence, we would still want to explain its recent surge. Most explanations rely on two bundles of causes: material resources and actor dynamics.

“Resource-focused” accounts note that the material sinews of war have become more readily available. These include:

**Money:** The trade in illegal drugs is a lucrative business whose largest single market lies just to Mexico’s north, in the United States. This business creates the wealth that permits criminal “oligarchs” to organize and equip themselves for violence. While the history of drug production and trafficking in Mexico reaches back to the latter part of
the nineteenth century, the market received a massive expansionary shock in the 1990s, when cocaine-trafficking routes shifted from the Caribbean to Mexico. Illicit wealth sustains the organization of violence. Yet the private organization of violence also produces wealth, and not only because the drug business is one in which market share is usually seized through deadly force. According to estimates, less than half the income of drug cartels now comes from actual drug sales. The rest comes from other violence-based illicit activities, some market-oriented, others purely predatory.7

**Arms:** Since the late 1990s, Mexican drug cartels have been engaged in a kind of subnational arms race, expanding and professionalizing their structures of defense and repression. Given the porousness of the border and the free availability of small arms on the U.S. market (especially since the U.S. federal law banning “assault weapons” expired in 2004), they have enjoyed unlimited access to means of destruction.

**Personnel:** According to one much-cited figure, the Mexican drug industry employs about half a million people. Their ranks include an undetermined number of professionals of violence who work in the paramilitary branches of criminal organizations as bodyguards, street fighters, kidnappers, torturers, and killers.8 Clichés about poor young men who have nothing to lose suggest that the cartels’ proletarian reserve army is unlimited. This may or may not be true. We know little about the identity and recruitment of killers. Up to now, though, labor supply for the Mexican killing fields has been abundant—even as rumors of forced recruitment abound and some foresee looming labor shortages.

A second set of explanations puts actors at center stage. Both the state and organized crime have gone through processes of fragmentation. In the “good old days” of hegemonic peace, state officials and criminal organizations institutionalized corrupt exchanges. The former agreed to tolerate illicit enterprises, the latter to pay for official protection and to follow certain informal rules of conduct. These “state-sponsored protection rackets” have now broken down. Both sides have been destabilized by the multiplication of actors.9

On the one side, the spread of electoral competition has replaced hegemonic party discipline with party pluralism at all levels of the political system. On the other side, the government’s strategy of leadership decapitation has destabilized the entire system of criminal actors. It has fractured all relationships: within cartels, among cartels, and between cartels and the state. It has, in short, made organized crime disorganized. In 2006, six major transnational drug cartels were operating in Mexico. Four years later, there were twice as many. In addition, more than sixty local criminal organizations had sprung up, developing every kind of activity that organized violence can render profitable, from mass kidnapping to private protection. The destabilization and multiplication of violent actors intensified violence within cartels (suc-
cession crises), among cartels (market competition), against the state (self-defense), and against society (predation).\textsuperscript{10}

The demand shock in the international cocaine market is what made the war ignite; the structural availability of money, arms, and personnel is what has made it feasible; and the fragmentation of actors is what has made it escalate. Together, this bundle of factors explains why the war is unlikely to end any time soon.

The Societal Subversion of Democracy

In the comparative study of regimes, scholars have tended to look for the sources of democratic subversion \textit{from above}, at the high levels of state power. In research on authoritarianism, we have examined dictatorial strategies of institutional manipulation, which are devised centrally at the heights of state power and backed by public coercion. By comparison, we have tended to overlook the subversive powers that can arise from \textit{below} and in a decentralized manner from armed actors within society. Outside the reach of state power, they are backed by private violence. While the “vertical” or “state-sponsored” subversion of democratic institutions by coercive governments has motivated an entire subdiscipline of comparative research, we know much less about the “horizontal” or “societal” subversion of representative institutions by coercive nonstate actors.

On the shiny surface of Mexico’s democracy, things by and large seem fine. Regular elections take place for public offices from the federal presidency on down; multiple parties peacefully compete for votes; plural media and a polyphonic civil society mold public debate; and all the needed democratic institutions are in place (including election-oversight and information-access bodies of worldwide repute). There is no dictatorship, and there is no antisystem party or insurgency battling to conquer state power. Yet there is internal warfare waged by criminal organizations.

The generals and privates in this criminal war do not design electoral institutions, rig the vote, bribe electoral authorities, or shave voting rolls. They have neither the means nor the intention to shape formal democratic institutions of electoral governance. But the practical effects of the criminal violence that they wield can be just as damaging to the democratic integrity of elections as the political violence that openly antidemocratic ideologues might employ.

Here I focus on the damage that criminal violence does to democracy in the electoral arena. Free and fair elections are democracy’s minimal defining institution. Modern representative democracy must offer more than elections (even well-run elections that are inclusive, free, clean, competitive, and fair), but it cannot offer less. Criminal warfare damages democratic elections in Mexico by limiting electoral rights and
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liberties in the narrow sense. Yet even prior to that, it constricts the wider rights and liberties that nourish and protect democratic elections. In particular, it subverts basic human rights, freedom of expression, and freedom of association.

The commission of violent crimes such as murder, torture, and kidnapping on a huge scale by private organizations reveals a massive failure by the Mexican state to protect its citizens. In Mexico as elsewhere, the state’s failure to stop some citizens from wreaking systematic havoc on others reflects both its inability and its unwillingness to do so. This is the iron law of lawlessness: When citizens oppress fellow citizens, the state is involved in the oppressive arrangement, whether by commission or omission. In the face of systematic societal violence, state agents often show a similarly systematic indifference. They are complacent about—or even complicit in—the criminal abuses that nonstate actors commit. Contemporary Mexico is no different. Countless pieces of evidence point to a syndrome of state abuse, state collusion with crime, and state indifference toward its victims. This syndrome coexists, of course, with state weakness, incapacity, and incompetence.

From 2008 to 2010, Mexico received a 4 (a score of 5 is the worst) on Reed M. Wood and Mark Gibney’s Political Terror Scale. Such a rating implies that: “Civil and political rights violations have expanded to large numbers of the population. Murders, disappearances, and torture are a common part of life.” Perhaps the most significant symptom of state failure has been the systematic impunity that violent criminals enjoy. According to figures collected by Human Rights Watch, between December 2006 and January 2011, Mexican authorities attributed about 35,000 homicides to organized crime. Of these, 2.8 percent led to for-
mal criminal investigations, 0.9 percent led to formal criminal charges being filed, and 0.06 percent led to firm convictions.\textsuperscript{13} For all practical purposes, the rate of successful prosecution is zero, which amounts to something we have seen in other places in Latin America: The de facto privatization of the death penalty. The state grants private actors (as well as its own agents) a license to kill.

If democracy rests on the principle of popular sovereignty, and if (as Jürgen Habermas says) the public space is the institutional locus of popular sovereignty, then democracy appears feeble and frightened across sizeable portions of Mexico. Analysts now habitually describe the country as one of the most dangerous places in the world for reporters and media personnel. Between 2007 and 2012, at least 74 journalists and media-support workers were killed. Yet murder is only the most visible violation of media freedom. In 2012, the organization Article 19 documented 207 “aggressions” against journalists, media workers, and media facilities. These included acts of intimidation, physical assault, forced abductions, the seizure of entire newspaper or magazine press runs, and even attacks on media buildings with hand grenades and machine guns. Although criminal organizations are assumed to be responsible for the most brutal violations, Article 19 attributes 43 percent of all recorded aggressions in 2012 to state agents, thus identifying state and local officials as the “main aggressor[s]” against media freedom.\textsuperscript{14}

In its 2012 report on media freedom in the world, Freedom House states that “drug cartels are behind the majority of the violence, but local political authorities and police forces appear to be involved in some cases, creating an environment where journalists do not know where threats are coming from or how to avoid the violence.” In the face of cross-pressures from multiple armed actors, many in the media, particularly at the subnational level, have resigned themselves to self-censorship and silence. In some places, as Freedom House rightly observes, criminal organizations have even managed to deepen their influence “from imposed silence to active control of the news agenda.” They maneuver to capture, not just the state, but civil society too. Overall, since 2011 “violence and impunity [have] pushed Mexico into the ranks of Not Free nations” in the realm of media freedom.\textsuperscript{15} 

With a certain dry understatement, Freedom House’s 2013 Freedom in the World report notes that “nongovernmental organizations, though highly active [in Mexico], sometimes face violent resistance, including threats and murders.”\textsuperscript{16} The strength that civil society has acquired in many places across Mexico is real, but it has been achieved despite manifold threats from both private and public agents. Civil society’s vibrancy does not reflect the strength of civil-liberties safeguards in Mexico. Instead, this vibrancy attests to the resilience that citizens have shown in the face of radical violations of their rights and liberties.

During its first four years, the Calderón administration treated the
internal war’s victims with a mixture of indifference and disdain. In response to criminal violence as well as official neglect and abuse, a wide array of local movements have since arisen to defend the victims of violence. In 2011, the Movement for Peace with Justice and Dignity, headed by poet Javier Sicilia, served as a kind of reverse prism for the multicolored spectrum of local and regional movements, blending and focusing them into a beam visible to the entire nation. Its biggest success was to change the terms of public discourse regarding violence. The movement shattered the generalized presumption of guilt that the government and its agents had been promoting with their suggestion that nearly all those caught up in the violence were combatants. It achieved the formal recognition of victims as victims.

Subverting Electoral Integrity

Even though the primary goals of criminal enterprises are non-political, their secondary goals do include political concerns. Just as violent political movements easily slide into criminal activities, violent criminal organizations easily move into political activities. The political concerns of private violent enterprises are typically narrow. As illegal actors, their overriding concern is the criminal law and its enforcement. Whether their primary economic activity is market-oriented or predatory, violent private enterprises can survive and thrive only when law enforcement is ineffective or incomplete. In this sense, they resemble not (armed) political parties that pursue broad policy agendas, but single-issue movements whose concerns are limited to one policy domain.

In their ideal world, criminal enterprises would be able to build enduring monopolies of crime while enjoying the tolerance and perhaps even the protection of the state. But in the real world of simultaneous criminal and political competition (at various territorial levels), as in Mexico today, criminal enterprises in fact have a hard time building long-term cooperative relationships with state officials. Aside from setting up “crime-sponsored protection rackets,” these enterprises need to deploy a broader arsenal of criminal survival strategies. In order to neutralize law enforcement, they must strive to hide and evade the reach of the state (“concealment”), to colonize parts of it through intimidation or corruption (“capture”), or to face it down directly through irregular warfare (“confrontation”).

To use Jeffrey Winters’s term, the commanders of armed criminal enterprises are “warring oligarchs” who are able to defend their wealth by private paramilitary means.17 Their wealth sustains their violence, which in turn sustains their wealth. In relation to the state, they act like an armed lobbying group with a narrow, but real, interest in shaping the exercise of state power—and thus in influencing access to state power. Under democratic conditions, this means that they have an interest in
shaping the dynamics of electoral competition. They have a positive interest in seeing that cooperative candidates win elections, and a negative interest in seeing that uncooperative candidates do not. From a criminal group’s point of view, the best candidates are those who offer the prospect of discriminatory law enforcement, tolerating the group while combating its competitors. Naturally, the best candidates for one criminal group are the worst for its adversaries. Criminal competition is thus likely to translate into political competition.

Luckily, Mexico has so far not seen the levels of political violence that shook Colombia in the 1990s. Yet episodic (and some systematic) evidence abounds regarding interference by criminal actors in electoral competition. This interference takes several forms.

**Candidate capture:** Electoral processes at all levels in Mexico are now systematically contaminated by the suspicion that drug cartels coopt parties and candidates through campaign funding or personal corruption. The assumption that criminal organizations regularly succeed in fielding friendly candidates is widespread. Naturally, hard facts are hard to come by. Only a handful of candidates or elected officials have been prosecuted and sentenced for their ties to organized crime. Moreover, it is unclear how voters would be able to discern captive candidates, as they are likely to disguise their proximity to criminal actors by adopting aggressive “mano dura” (hard-line) stances on law enforcement. Meanwhile, a quarter of the respondents to one 2011 survey declared themselves willing to “vote for candidates related to drug trafficking in order to establish peace and security.”

**Candidate cleansing:** If the coopting of candidates is hard to detect, attempts to drive candidates out of electoral politics through intimidation and violence are disturbingly easy to observe. Innumerable candidates, along with their relatives and associates, have received threatening messages or suffered violent attacks. The most prominent among these was Rodolfo Torre Cantú, who was close to being elected governor of the northern Gulf Coast state of Tamaulipas when he was murdered just days before the election in a June 2010 roadside ambush. The next year, farther south and west in Michoacán, 51 candidates for local offices withdrew before election day. We do not know how many more candidates have been coerced into withdrawing from electoral processes in Mexico’s violence-torn democracy. And we will never know how many have been dissuaded from ever running in the first place due to diffuse or specific threats of criminal violence.

**Agenda setting:** The climate of violence shapes the electoral arena by distorting the field of competitors. In addition, it distorts the agenda of electoral competition. For candidates without criminal ties, the safest course is to remain silent. Since any public mention of crimes and criminals can have lethal consequences, silence is the best insurance. In many locales, omertà, the criminal code of silence, delimits the bounds
Voter intimidation: Violent criminals constrain the range of choices that voters enjoy in elections, and may even constrain the act of voting itself. Just as violence or the threat of violence may prevent potential candidates from running and actual candidates from talking about crime, it may also keep voters from voting. Emergent empirical studies of how violence affects voter participation tend to confirm that organized violence reduces turnout. Aside from deterring participation, criminal organizations have on various occasions made public efforts to tell voters for whom they should or should not vote. If the number of voters is large, if the race is not close, and if rival violent groups exert cross-cutting pressures, such open criminal campaigns are unlikely to sway elections. Yet even if it does not change outcomes, the very phenomenon of brazen criminal intrusion into the electoral arena jeopardizes the democratic spirit of free and peaceful political competition.

In addition to depressing and distorting electoral competition, organized violence corrodes another pillar of electoral integrity: decisiveness. Through elections, citizens select the most powerful decision makers in the state. For this selection process to be democratic, it must be decisive, triggering an effective transfer of authority to the winners. De facto power wielders within state or society violate this condition when they remove certain policy areas from the effective decision-making power of elected authorities (tutelage) and when they prevent winners from taking office or dislodge elected officials from office (reversal). Criminal organizations in contemporary Mexico do both these things.

In too many places, criminal enterprises exercise effective tutelage over local authorities. Not only candidates but serving elected officials cannot discuss crime. Local authorities know that they can govern (and stay alive) only so long as they keep their hands off the business of violent private actors. The shadow of violence is long. Between 2004 and 2012, 48 active or former mayors are believed to have been assassinated by killers acting on behalf of criminal organizations. At least at the municipal level, organized criminals have proven their capacity to reverse electoral outcomes that they find displeasing.

The Politics of Silence

Classical liberalism fought for the twofold liberation of individuals. It strove to free citizens from violent impositions by their societies as well as by their public authorities. When societal actors build private organizations of violence and wage private wars against rival organizations, against the state, and against noncombatant citizens, we are forcefully reminded that the liberal agenda requires more than just the taming
of the state: It also requires the pacification of society. Otherwise the formal democratic promise of individual liberty risks suffocation, not by authoritarian state agents, but by authoritarian citizens.

The massive intrusion of freewheeling criminal violence into ordinary life and ordinary politics destroys the weight, autonomy, and integrity of democratic politics and representative institutions. By choking citizens’ rights and liberties and by curtailing the powers of elected authorities, it damages what Larry Diamond calls “the spirit of democracy” to its core. Two sets of simple questions about the situation in Mexico demand complex answers.

The first set begins with the question: How bad is it? And how much does it matter for the overall quality of Mexican democracy? How extensive and how deep are the harms to democracy caused by criminal violence? Are they limited to the subnational level? Should we think of criminal organizations as creating societal authoritarian enclaves at the local level—what Guillermo O’Donnell once called “brown areas”—while at the national level democracy remains intact? If national democracy is affected, how much so? Are we talking about problems of democratic quality or problems of democratic essence? Does it make sense to speak of democracy in the midst of self-reinforcing violence by multiple private armies? It is Mexican citizens who will have to struggle for answers.

The second set consists of a single question: Have we seen the worst yet? Perhaps, or perhaps not at all. Organized criminal violence is a resource that many actors can mobilize for their own purposes, be they private or political. We may well see a further diffusion of violence as well as its further politicization. The downward trend in homicides attributed to organized crime that began in 2012 appears to have carried on through 2013. Organized violence seems as if it may be stabilizing—albeit at a level that only a few years ago would have seemed shocking or even unimaginable.

In his first year in office, President Enrique Peña Nieto, the young PRI governor of Mexico State who succeeded Calderón, has been adjusting his policies against organized violence in subtle ways. He has maintained some policy corrections that his predecessor began. Chief among these is a shift in priorities away from prosecuting petty crimes (such as drug possession in small amounts) and toward containing violent crimes (homicide, kidnapping, and extortion). The new president has also been centralizing the civil-security apparatus; like most of his predecessors, he plans to create a new federal police corps. He has signaled greater commitment to respecting human rights and the rights of victims. He has promised to investigate the thousands of disappearances that have been left unresolved over the past years and to reform the public prosecutor’s office, the Pandaemonium of corruption within the criminal-justice system.

Overall, though, there has been much talk from the new administra-
tion about strategy but little clarity about its content. The biggest change has been discursive: from the thundering war rhetoric of its predecessor to thundering silence. Beyond the few things sketched above, the new government has said little about crime and violence and by all appearances wants them off the agenda of public discussion. The president announces positive goals, invoking peace, security, and justice, and otherwise focuses on social and economic policies in such areas as energy, education, and tax reform. It looks like a magic formula: Make the problem vanish by making it disappear from public debate. Behind the “magic” lies an implicit technocratic appeal: Trust me and my generals, and let us take care of this. By substituting the law of silence for public debate, and by entrusting peace and justice to military and civil experts, the new president is deciding not to tap a civilizing force that may be the only long-term remedy to Mexico’s ailments: civil society.

NOTES


5. Author calculations with homicide statistics from the National System of Health Information (www.sinais.salud.gob.mx) and population data from the 2010 national census (www.inegi.org.mx). Note that the World Health Organization considers violence to be “epidemic” once it surpasses 10 homicides per 100,000 inhabitants.


18. In one embarrassing 2009 episode, colloquially known as the “Michoacanazo,” federal police and soldiers detained eleven mayors (plus sixteen other high-level officials and a judge) in the state of Michoacán on charges of colluding with organized crime. Two years later, all had been released for lack of evidence.


